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HIF Staff News
HIF would like to welcome our two new staff members, Drew and Tracy.
We’re excited to have them join the team and help HIF grow in 2022!

Drew Geer - Housing Programs Manager

Tracy Beiers - Director, Marketing and Revenue

After graduating with a degree
in Anthropology and Sociology,
Drew began his career in the
housing field at The Bridge
Fund of New York working to
prevent eviction amongst the
working poor. He served as the
Associate Director for the Brooklyn
operation for three years where
he managed the entire program
for the borough and honed a depth of community and in the
field work experience no classroom or training could equal.
Drew believes there is no such thing as an expert case manager,
there is just one that is prepared to do whatever it takes to help
a resident.

Tracy is a long-time marketing
executive for tech companies,
from early stage start-ups to global
companies such as Microsoft and
Google. She spent the bulk of her
tech career creating categories and
brands, launching companies and
products, and driving customer
acquisition and growth. She loves
to traverse strategy and execution,
working in concert with customers, teams, and influencers
while nimbly learning and iterating based on data, insights, and
market changes. A thread through her career is the contagious
entrepreneurial spirit and working at the center of emerging
technologies to create solutions that empower people.

Read Drew’s Full Bio

“I wanted to be part of a team
that was growing and working to better the community
and to help grow their impact
beyond what they had done
before.”

Read Tracy’s Full Bio

“I look forward to working
together so we can uplevel
our visibility, raise more
funds, and ultimately help
even more people in our
communities.”

Cynthia’s Story
My lease was up in October and my landlord kindly extended it until
December, without raising my rent. I was dreading tell him I couldn’t
make my rent for November. I can’t say what a relief it was to have
HIF’s help. It’s not just about the money, it’s about knowing I have a
roof over my head, that I don’t have
to be anxious and stressed and that
someone out there is willing to help.

I can’t say what a
relief it was to have
HIF’s help.

I’m a single older woman and have
been out of work six months, and
have no family that I could ask for
help. I had to apply for food stamps and medi-cal and thankfully
I was able to receive both, but I still was anxious about losing my
apartment. At least for November I can have some relief, knowing
that November’s rent is paid for thanks to HIF.

Champion Spotlight
Each quarter HIF highlights a champion of our mission that helps
to make our impact in the community possible.
This quarter, we’re highlighting Essex Property Trust and
their Essex Cares program for their continued and valuable
partnership with HIF. Essex Cares
provides direct aid to Essex’s
residents, associates, and local
communities. Their programs
focus on three primary areas of
assistance: Associates, Residents,
and Community, which provide
assistance in a multitude of ways
for not just Essex residents & employees, but also members in their
community. Essex Property Trust has been a long-time supporter
of HIF by being on our board of directors and supporting our
programs for many years.
LEARN MORE ABOUT ESSEX CARES AND THEIR IMPACT!

If you are interested in supporting our Housing Programs
or donating units to our AHI program, please contact us at info@hifinfo.org

